
Destino San Antonio presents, for the first time, 

selections from the Briscoe Museum’s collection 

of nearly 600 stereographs of San Antonio, 

dating from the 1860s to 1930. The exhibition is  

inspired by the structure of the stereograph─ 
a picture composed of two superposed images 

that give a three-dimensional effect when 

viewed with a stereoscope or special glasses. 

Artist and guest curator Anne Wallace 

incorporates multiple perspectives on the 

image and identity of San Antonio during a time 

of profound transition after the Civil War until the 

final days of the “frontier,” inviting us to engage 

with the past and consider the future of our City. 

This experiential exhibition will include:

• over eighty stereographs of San Antonio,
accompanied by hand-held and arcade
style 3-D viewers

• maps, personal accounts, interviews 
with scholars on video

• programming such as city tours, lectures,
workshops, and art making

• hands-on activities through which  visitors
can respond to the imagery presented

Photographers were drawn to 
San Antonio as a cultural cross-
roads; they capitalized on what 
to them was exotic—a Mexican 
bird seller, an Indian chief in 
captivity, a bustling plaza scene 
with Chili Queens—in efforts to 
promote their work to those 
eager to experience the city. 
With the affordability of hand-
held devices and images only 
pennies per view, this new 

“virtual reality” had mass appeal.

Doerr & Jacobson
“Pagarias” (Mexican Women Selling Birds)
1867

“The term destino has several meanings. The most common English translation is destination: 
San Antonio as the end of a journey. But it also means fate, destiny. This exhibition asks, 

Can looking at the past help us understand the present and envision the future?”
—Anne Wallace, artist and guest curator
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“The best-photographed city in Texas during the 19th century.”
—Lawrence T. Jones, III, Lens on the Texas Frontier

B.W. Kilburn
Happy Childhood in Festive Array, Floral Parade, 
San Antonio, Tex
1905

Bird’s Eye View of the City of San Antonio  
Bexar County Texas
1873

EXHIBITION PROGRAMMING

SAMPLE IMAGES

F. Hardesty
Lake of San Pedro Springs
c. 1875
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San Fernando Cathedral
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Henry Doerr
Military Plaza
c. 1875

B.W. Kilburn 
In Regal Splendor, Floral Parade, San Antonio, Tex 
1905

Destino San Antonio will feature a robust slate of programming, including tours, gallery 
talks, workshops, roundtable discussions, and a “Voices of the West: Distinguished Lecture”. 

Exhibition programming will highlight creative response (art-making and poetry workshops), 
historical relevance (urban development and reconstruction), and cultural significance 
(foodways and architecture), inspired by the imagery in Destino. 

A mobile app tour with exclusive exhibition content —video clips, audio, and contextual 
images— will also accompany the exhibition.

Exhibition organized by the Briscoe Western Art Museum.  Major sponsors include the “Tex” Elliott Family         
and the Williams-Chadwick Family Charitable Fund of the San Antonio Area Foundation. Additional support 
provided by Humanities Texas, San Antonio Conservation Society, and the Host Committee.




